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SIMPLE ^-ASSOCIATIVE RINGS

D. L. OUTCALT

This paper is concerned with certain classes of nonasso-
ciative rings. These rings are defined by first extending the
associator (α, 6, c) = (ab)c — aφc). The w-associator (alf , an)
is defined by

(au α2) = aχa2 ,
(1.1) n-2

(alf , an) — Σ (— l)fc(&i> , a>k, Uk+iak+2, , <O .

A ring is defined to be ^-associative if the ^-associator vanishes
in the ring. It is shown that simple 4-associative and simple
5-associative rings are associative; simple 2&-associative rings
are (2k — 1) associative or have zero center; and simple, com-
mutative ^-associative rings, 6 ^ n ^ 9, are associative. The
concept of rings which are associative of degree 2k + 1 is
defined, and it is shown that simple, commutative rings which
are associative of degree 2k + 1 are associative. The charac-
teristic of the ring is slightly restricted in all but one of these
results.

The concepts of the ^-associator and ^-associative rings were

defined by A. H. Boers [1; Ch. 3 and Ch. 4], Our results extend Boers'

main result that an ^-associative division ring is associative with minor

restriction on the characteristic [1; Th. 6]. We do not consider 2-

associative rings.

To obtain our results, it is necessary to extend the concept of the

?ι-associator. In a ring R, define S(2j + 1, 2k + 1), 1 ^ j ^ Jc, by

defining S(2j + 1, 2j + 1) to be the set of all finite sums of (2j + 1)-

associators with entries in R, and then by defining S(2j + 1, 2k + 1),

k > j, to be the set of all finite sums of (2j + l)-associators

(au , <hj+i) such that (aly , a2j+1) e S(2j + 1, 2k — 1) and such that

at least one of the 2k — 1 entries of (au •• ,α 2 i + 1 ) is in £(3, 3). For

example, (((aly α2, α3), α4, α5), α6, (α7, α8, α9)) e S(3, 9).

Clearly, a ring R is (2n + l)-associative if and only if

S(2n + 1 , 2n + 1) = 0 in R. This leads us to call a ring R(2n + 1)-

associative of degree 2k + 1 if S(2n + 1, 2k + 1) = 0 in i2. No mention

of degree will be made in case k = n.
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